Week Beginning: 16th April 2018
This week your child’s learning has focussed around the following areas. If you wish to continue their
learning journey at home then please feel free to use the ideas and share with us by recording in whatever
fashion you wish to (photos/child’s mark-making/adult-scribed) in the home/school link book. Thank you!

English/Phonics/Reading:
This week we have been writing sentences about our Easter holidays. We have also been learning
about alliteration and using it in our writing.
Ideas to support learning:

Daily reading – even if it is only a page a night!

Use alliteration to describe; animals, mini beasts or family members.

Learn a poem about alliteration to perform to the class– eg She sells seashells on the sea
shore.
Phonics:
Reception have been learning ay and ou
Year ones have been learning ear.

Maths:
This week we have been learning about doubling. We have been looking for examples of doubles in
the classroom, finding doubles on dominoes, making doubles using bricks and counters and singing
the doubles song. Year 1’s have also been writing the related number statements e.g. 1+1 = 2.
Suggestions to support learning at home:



Look for more examples of doubles in the real world - bring them into school/take a photo.



Y1’s learn your double facts to 10 off by heart - can you learn them to 20?

Topic Work: History- Victorian beach holidays.
This term our topic is ‘ on the beach.’ This week we are discussing beach holidays, drawing and
writing about what we would expect to see and do on a beach holiday. We have also started to look
at holidays in the past.


Bring in a picture of your favourite beach holiday and talk to the class about it- (For Monday if
possible) Where did you go? How did you get there? What did you do?- We will use these pictures to compare past and present holidays.

